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Introduction: 

 

In an increasingly interconnected world where security and identity are paramount concerns, the 

collaboration between industry leaders HID Global and Digital ID Technologies stands as a 

beacon of innovation and reliability. As we navigate the landscape of identity printing solutions, 

our partnership continues to redefine industry standards, ensuring the seamless integration of 

cutting-edge technology into every facet of secure issuance. 

At the forefront of this synergy lies the upcoming ID4Africa 2024 event, a milestone gathering 

marking the 10th Anniversary of the ID4D Movement. As we prepare to meet at the prestigious 

Cape Town International Convention Center 2 (CTICC 2), the stage is set for a transformative 

experience, uniting secure identity experts and practitioners from across the globe. 

We invite you to embark on a journey of discovery, where we unveil the latest advancements in 

identity printing solutions. From the innovative HID Secure Issuance products: FARGO 

HDP6600 to the industrial-grade performance of HID ELEMENT solutions, our HID booth at 

ID4Africa 2024 promises to be a hub of innovation and inspiration.  

Together with Digital ID Technologies, we delve into the heart of secure identity solutions, 

exploring the intricate web of secure personalization technology, partnerships, and commitment 

that underpins our collective mission.  

Welcome to the forefront of identity printing excellence - welcome to HID Secure Issuance in 

partnership with Digital ID Technologies at ID4Africa 2024. 

 

HID’s partnership with Digital ID Technologies 

 

At the core of our endeavour to provide unparalleled identity printing solutions lies the steadfast 

partnership between HID Global and Digital ID Technologies. United by a shared commitment 



to excellence and innovation, our collaboration has flourished over the years, driving 

advancements in secure issuance technology and setting new benchmarks in reliability and 

flexibility. 

Digital ID Technologies stands as a trusted distributor of HID Fargo products, serving as the 

conduit through which cutting-edge technology seamlessly integrates into diverse organizational 

landscapes. What makes our partnership truly exceptional is Digital ID Technologies' ability to 

support multiple countries across Africa, skillfully connecting commercial and technical 

requirements for the implementation of secure ID card print technologies for customers across 

Africa. 

Whether catering to the needs of education, businesses, or government entities, our partnership 

ensures the delivery of top-notch solutions tailored to each customer’s unique requirements.  

Through years of collaborative effort, we have cultivated a relationship built on mutual trust and 

respect, fostering an environment conducive to innovation and growth. 

 

 

ID4Africa 2024 

 

Amidst the scenic backdrop of Cape Town, South Africa, the stage is set for ID4Africa 2024! 

ID4Africa 2024 promises an immersive and unparalleled knowledge-sharing experience, 

drawing in over 2000 experts and practitioners from nearly 100 countries, with over 50 hailing 

from the African continent. Hosted and organized by ID4Africa, this prestigious gathering is set 

to take place at the esteemed Cape Town International Convention Center 2 (CTICC 2), 

renowned for its world-class facilities and hospitality. 

What sets this year's event apart is its extended duration, spanning four action-packed days 

instead of the customary three. This extension allows for greater opportunities for focused 

deliberations, brainstorming, collaboration, and networking. Attendees can expect a diverse array 

of activities, workshops, and sessions tailored to address the most pressing identity challenges 

facing Africa and the global community. 

For HID, ID4Africa 2024 represents a pivotal moment to showcase our latest advancements in 

identity printing solutions. Our booth will serve as a hub of innovation, offering live 

demonstrations and insights into the cutting-edge technology driving secure issuance. As we 

converge in Cape Town, we look forward to embracing the spirit of collaboration and 

exploration, united in our quest to shape the future of identity. 

 

Latest Technology Products on Display and Partner Event: Digital ID Technologies 

Showcase: 

 

We are poised to showcase leading identity printing solutions, setting a standard for secure 

issuance technology.  

Central to our exhibit is the FARGO HDP6600, a giant in retransfer printing technology 

designed to meet the stringent demands of organizations of all sizes. With its high-resolution 600 

dpi printing capability, the HDP6600 ensures superior text and image quality, setting a new 

benchmark in ID card issuance. Attendees will have the opportunity to witness firsthand the cost-

effective and eco-friendly features of the HDP6600, including its wasteless lamination 

technology and patent-pending iON™ technology, which accelerates printing processes and 

significantly reduces energy consumption. 



In addition to the HDP6600, HID ELEMENT will take centre stage, showcasing industrial-grade 

performance and scalability. Whether it's the UV Inkjet Printer version or the Laser Engraver 

system, these desktop-based yet heavy-duty systems offer highly configurable functionality and 

an array of encoding options to meet the diverse needs of high-volume ID and financial card 

personalization. 

But the excitement doesn't end there. Digital ID Technologies will be hosting an exclusive 

evening event, providing a platform to introduce the latest Fargo Printer technology to their 

customers and resellers. It's an unparalleled opportunity for attendees to network, learn more 

about the products on offer, and forge lasting relationships within the industry. 

 

 

Tuesday 21st May – Government Event 

Wednesday 22nd May – Reseller / Integrator Event 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

We invite you to mark your calendars and make plans to join us at ID4Africa 2024, where the 

future of secure identity solutions awaits. Let us come together to celebrate a decade of progress, 

forge new connections, and embark on a collective quest to shape a more secure and connected 

world. 

 

Thank you for your unwavering support, and we look forward to welcoming you to ID4Africa 

2024. Until then, let us continue to push the boundaries of possibility, empowered by the 

knowledge that together, we can achieve our goals for a more secure future. 
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